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ur PharmaTec Series returns once again to London
on the 25 - 26 September 2019.

This year’s programmes highlights the major
key themes encompassing Pharma IT, AI in Drug
Development, SmartLabs and Cybersecurity.
The pharmaceutical technology market has gone through
significant changes over the past few years resulting in
the emergence of a strong data-centric core, and this has
become the driving force for future innovation. FAIR data has
the potential to substantially increase the value of current
data sets, data visualisation & augmented reality, and it has
the power to transform how we currently communicate new
data & demonstrate its outcomes.

automation, regulation & security, machine learning and
informatics.
The 2019 series also sees the return of our Directors Club
(offering leaders within the sector a range of exclusive
benefits during the event) and our dedicated mobile event
app, giving you the opportunity to easily connect with other
attendees, access congress information, and share your
experience with social posting and live polling.

Digital laboratories have also become increasingly important
in recent years due to the advancements in laboratory
automation & integration as well as pharma companies’
efforts in leveraging and managing data through digital
capture.

Alongside these exciting programmes, we’re pleased
to introduce our Think Tank Roundtable Discussions &
Breakfast, offering attendees the chance to take an active
role in discussing and sharing perspectives on the latest
developments, challenges and industry advancements.

The pharma industry also postulates the growing importance
of AI in drug discovery, computational chemistry and
delivering personalised medicine as a whole.

Read on for a range of interesting interviews and insights with
some of 2019’s industry-leading speakers and participating
sponsors including IBM, Ontoforce, LabTwin, MarkLogic,
Chemaxon and PerkinElmer, and I look forward to welcoming
you to the event in September.

Join us together with the other 300 senior attendees to
discover the latest developments, challenges and solutions
in data management and analysis, Real-Word Data, lab

- Cerlin Roberts, Director

www.oxfordglobal.co.uk |
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Sponsor Presentation Preview

ADVANCED PRECISION MEDICINE WITH TRUSTED
AI SOLUTIONS
Whether you want to improve diagnostic
performance, engage more effectively
with your patients, optimise their care or
simply apply AI to your organisational
performance, there are many ways to
apply AI to the healthcare industry.

Join the IBM Healthcare experts at
PharmaTec 2019 to learn more:
Success Story: Using AI Technology To
Improve Outcomes For Cancer Patients
When:
September 25th from 11:20am - 11:50am
Speakers:
Dr Guy Mozolowski, Director of Operations
of Oxford Cancer Biomarkers and
Nicole Mather, Executive Partner, Life
Sciences Lead, GBS
Come and hear from Oxford Cancer
Biomarkers about how they combine
leading-edge diagnostics with IBM's
AI technology to improve outcomes for
cancer patients.
Visit us in the exhibit hall: Booth 14
To learn about how IBM can help your
business:
- Read about how IBM is helping with
treatment discovery
http://ibm.biz/oxfordcancer
- Book a Cognitive Workshop at booth 14
or online http://ibm.biz/POWERUKI to
begin your AI journey

Meet the Speakers:
Dr Nicole Mather
Dr Nicole Mather leads IBM’s Life
Sciences consulting team in the
UK, which brings world-leading
business, technology and digital
capabilities to innovative pharma
and growing SMEs. IBM deploys
deep expertise enabling digital reinvention, bringing
leading capabilities across digital strategy, analytics,
cognitive technologies and cloud technology solutions.
As Director of the Office for Life Sciences, Nicole shaped
the UK ecosystem and health data environment and
led for UK government on the development of the Life
Sciences Industrial Strategy and first Sector deal, focusing
on the creation of new UK industries in the UK including
Genomics, Digital Health and early diagnosis. Before
IBM, Nicole worked at Deloitte and AT Kearney, providing
strategy consulting across Health and Life Sciences from
Big Pharma and Med Tech to SMEs and national policy.
Nicole is a Non-Executive Director of the Wellcome Sanger
Centre and the Health Research Authority and holds a
DPhil, MSc and MA from the University of Oxford.
Dr Guy Mozolowski
Dr Guy Mozolowski (OCB), Director of Operations - Guy
has 10 years’ experience designing, developing and
launching a range of high-throughput assay platforms and
in vitro diagnostic systems across the pharmaceutical,
clinical, food, dairy and brewing industries. He has
collaborated on both commercial, governmental and
academic projects with a number of academic and
multinational institutions. Recently Guy worked with
Meridian IT using IBM’s Power AI systems to enhance and
accelerate the development of OCB’s prognostic digital
pathology platform. ColoProg® stratifies patients into
risk categories for further occurrence of cancer based on
DNA and micro-environment analyses; thereby limiting
unnecessary exposure to chemotherapy, potentially
improving patient care and survival rates.

Putting AI in service
for healthcare
Few areas are as immediately
obvious for the potential of
using AI. Indeed, the market
for artificial intelligence (AI)
in healthcare is expected to
grow1 by up to USD 8 billion
between 2016 and 2022, at
a CAGR of 52.68%.
Whether you want to improve diagnostic performance, engage more
effectively with your patients, optimise their care or simply apply AI to
your organisational performance, there are many ways to apply AI to the
healthcare industry.
Using extraordinary image processing and recognition capabilities, for
example, may mean that you can reach a more accurate and faster
diagnosis in such areas as:
– Radiology — evaluating MRI, CT scans or X-Rays.
– Cancer detection:

- AI can accelerate can accelerate

the work of histologists by using
Deep Learning (CNNs) to classify
the type of breast tumour in less
than a second with a high
confidence level2.

- Skin cancer—not all moles are the
same. AI can catch the dangerous
ones with a precision better than
experts in the field³.

- Lung cancer — early detection and
- Cervical cancer.

ruling out benign tumors.

AI can also be used for drug discovery, social health programs and
personal care plans.
If you are interested in Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL),
enter your details by clicking on the “Contact an IBM advisor” button
below and an expert will get in touch to discuss your requirements.
Contact Thomas Hill, E-mail thomas.hill@uk.ibm.com
¹marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/artificial-intelligence-healthcare-market-54679303.html
²developer.ibm.com/linuxonpower/2018/05/11/breast-cancer-classification-ibm-powerai-vision
³ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8030303

© Copyright IBM Corporation 2018. IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many
jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trademarks is
available on the web at “Copyright and trademark information” at www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.
47019047USEN-00
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Case Study

Speaker Insight

Ignacio Quiles Lara,
Global Marketing and
Commercial Operations,
Oncology Director

DEVELOPING A LONGTERM STRATEGY FOR AN
ESTABLISHED HEMATOLOGY
PRODUCT WITH POTENTIAL
NEW INDICATIONS

Senior executive with over 15 years’
managerial and hands-on experience
in onco-hematology pharmaceutical
business around the world. To name
a few countries Spain, France or US,
but also, I leaded regions such as Europe, Latam or Global.
A proven ability in leading molecules to become medicines
for helping patients - Venclexta, Tafinlar, Zykadia, Afinitor,
Gleevec and Kymriah to name a bunch - across a several
hematology and solid tumor types. A passionate of extreme
sports, entrepreneur, keynote speaker, doctor of career,
mba alma mater, but essentially a pharma strategist, who
enjoys creating motivated teams that persevere growing
together towards a common vision. A great enthusiastic and
confidence that the pharma’s medicines leads to a profound
transformation into people, patients and families’ life.

IGNACIO QUILES LARA
1. BACKGROUND

1.1) Future Space for Established Brand (where to play?)

Opinions and views expressed are solely on my own and
do not reflect the official policy or position of my current
sponsor. None of the ideas expressed are shared, supported,
or endorsed in any manner by my current sponsor.

• Understand clinical opportunities beyond short-term
strategy
• Establish strategy beyond traditional indication as new
indications approved

CREATING AN INTEGRATED 21ST
CENTURY LAB ENVIRONMENT
WITH TALK2LAB
JEREMY FREY, SAMANTHA
KANZA, NICOLA KNIGHT AND
DON CRUICKSHANK
Talk2Lab: The integrated lab system
The Talk2Lab system was created to bring our laboratory
environments into the 21st Century, through use of IoT
devices, voice, and connected technologies. The emergence
of devices such as Amazon Echo and Google Home have led to
a dramatic increase in the adoption of smart technology and
voice activated assistants in the home, but our laboratories
still lag behind this movement.

• Evaluated changing regulatory environment and competitors
for key opportunities and short-and long-term tactics

Previous research has been conducted into digital lab
environments, but these typically align with the development
or use of Electronic Lab Notebooks (ELNs) or Laboratory
Information Management Systems (LIMS) to link up equipment
and manage data. However, research has demonstrated
that there is a high barrier to adoption of computers in
the lab environment, including cost, accessibility, ease of
use within the lab and concerns about damage to costly
equipment. Adding a voice layer to the lab allowing scientists
to communicate directly with their systems instead of using
a laptop or tablet would remove some of these entry barriers
and allow enhancement of the lab through technology.

3.2) Strategic Recommendations: Delivered comprehensive
analytic framework and long-term recommendations

The use of IoT & voice to revolutionize the laboratory
environment

2.2) Define Several Key Future Scenarios

• Recommended strategic priorities based on research and
cross-functional workshops to address competitive threats,
clinical development needs, landscape changes, etc.

2.3) Conduct strategy workshops with cross-functional
teams to plan for each key future scenario

• Quantified upside share gain from achieving prioritized
strategies

There are many uses cases for incorporating IoT devices
and voice into the laboratory. Scientists may need to access
systems or data in the lab from outside the lab, or even
across the room in the lab whilst they are in the middle of
an experiment but don’t want to risk contaminating their
technology with hazardous substances, which the use of
voice facilitates. Or scientists may need to be able to view

• Solidify market leadership in face of new biologic and
chemotherapy options

3. OUTCOMES

1.2) Market Evolution & Brand Strategy (how to win?)
• Assessment of future competitive and regulatory landscape
• Determination of short-term strategies and long-term
vision to maximize opportunity

2. APPROACH
2.1) Populate Analysis Framework:
• In-depth interviews with external HCPs and experts
• Leverage quantitative and secondary research

3.1) Market Understanding: Provided detailed insights
on future trends, effect of likely events and identified several
probable future scenarios for strategy and tactical development
• Developed impact assessment and strategic plans for
internal and competitive clinical trial outcomes

To achieve the objectives, we employed qualitative research, secondary research synthesis, future
scenario development, event probability, visioning and strategic planning
Product

Competition

Indications, Clinical trials, Positioning,
and Promotional activity
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Market

Healthcare

Standard of care treatments,
reimbursement and regulatory changes

Patients
Unmet needs

Jeremy Frey
Professor of Physical
Chemistry, Head of
Computational Systems
Chemistry,

multiple pieces of equipment from the same place to align
their experiments, which can be achieved using well placed
camera feeds.
There are currently three implementations of Talk2Lab.
A sensor-based setup in a Physics Laser Lab at the University
of Southampton which allows scientists to query different
aspects of the lab; a virtual lab linked with the University of
Bournemouth that displays different pieces of
data from the lab; and a Chemical Health
and Safety Assistant that uses the Pistoia
Chemical Safety Library and allows
users to query potential hazards of their
experiments and report new incidents.
Smart Laboratory Systems are the
Future...
Talk2Lab has huge potential to be
expanded into a fully integrated smart
lab assistant. As demonstrated in the
diagram above, Talk2Lab would function
as a middle layer between ELNs and
LIMS Systems, data, instruments, people,
and health and safety data to create a
smart connected 21st century laboratory.
Connecting these systems together;
collating and processing the different data
sources would expand the possible insights about
the laboratory. In addition, we can turn the scientists’ implicit
knowledge into explicit knowledge, allowing in depth and
complex queries to be asked of the system

Jeremy Frey will be speaking at the PharmaTec Series 2019 this September. Hear his
presentation ‘Ways How Laboratory Infrastructure Can Support The Intellegent Access To
Scientific Data’ on Day Two of the SmartLabs & Laboratory Informatics Congress.
If you’re interested in finding out more about Talk2Lab, visit their website at www.
talk2lab.org for more information about their different implementations and the
background to the project.

www.oxfordglobal.co.uk |
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Speaker Insight

APPLICATIONS OF MACHINE
LEARNING WITHIN CANCER
RESEARCH
DR. COLIN CAMPBELL &
PROF. VINCENT MOULTON

Speaker Insight

Dr. Colin Campbell is a Reader at
the University of Bristol. He has
a principal interest in machine
learning and the development
and application of algorithmicallybased methods to the analysis of
biomedical datasets.

For supervised learning we have recently devised various
classifiers for predicting if variants in the cancer genome
act as disease-drivers or are neutral (e.g. CScape, cscape.
biocompute.org.uk). These methods have highlighted the
roles of well-known driver-genes such as TP53, KRAS, BRAF
and APC. However, as a machine learning methodology, the
method can also generalize and give insights with the less
common driver-genes often appearing in association with
these more common drivers.
With unsupervised learning, the machine learning method
attempts to find unanticipated structure present in data,
without the use of data labels. In the past we devised a
novel unsupervised learning method, called Latent Process

KEES VAN BOCHOVE

Prof. Vincent Moulton is Director
of the Computational Biology
Laboratory at the University
of East Anglia. He has a
principle interest in developing
mathematical and computational
approaches to model and analyse
biological data.

The large and diverse datasets being generated within cancer
research makes the field an excellent area for the application
of algorithmically based methods from machine learning.
Two common machine learning approaches are supervised
learning, in which we use labelled training examples, and
unsupervised learning in which the algorithm determines
unanticipated structure within data, without data labels.

Decomposition, which works by maximising the probability
of the model given the data. In application to prostate cancer
datasets, and in collaboration with Prof. Colin Cooper and
Dr. Dan Brewer (UEA), the method resolved prostate cancer
into putative subtypes with distinct clinical outcomes.
Approximately half of tumours followed a relatively benign
clinical course and, for the rest, aggressiveness of disease was
related to extent of engagement with a specific gene expression
signature. Given the clinical importance of distinguishing
benign from aggressive disease at diagnosis, this approach will
improve targeting of treatment, apart from giving insights into
particular genes functional in aggressive disease

PharmaTec Series Complimentary Webinar Recordings
Presented by expert speakers, our complimentary webinars will give you insight into topics at the event,
with previous webinars available for download from our website. This year’s webinars included:

Use of Machine Learning Methods For Target Discovery (Runtime - 34 mins)
Presented by Colin Campbell, Head of Intelligent Systems Laboratory, University of Bristol

Key Learnings From Blockchain Projects In Europe (Runtime - 32 mins)
Presented by Anca Petre, Co-Founder & Chief Operations Officer, 23 Consulting

Looking for more?
All of our past webinars are available for download
from our Content HUB, as well as Market Industry
Reports, Q&A Sessions, Newsletters and much more.
Visit our Content HUB
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CHOOSING A
COMMON DATA
MODEL FOR FAIR
BIOMEDICAL DATA

Visit Webinar
Download Page

Making biomedical data FAIR involves a range of activities,
but typically a major part is the alignment of (meta)data with
domain-relevant community standards (FAIR principle R1.3). This
raises the question of which standards to use, as unfortunately
there are many biomedical community standards to choose
from. This article reflects experience The Hyve gained advising
and supporting dozens of organizations to make their data FAIR.
What factors should be considered when choosing a
biomedical data standard?
Making data FAIR is not a goal in itself, the purpose is to
enable re-use of data. An important question is therefore
who the beneficiaries of data integration are and what type of
analysis they plan to do with the data (the ‘use case’ in IT lingo).
Good standards have a specific scope, and this scope should
be aligned with the intended re-use. The data source itself and
its context also should be analyzed on different factors, such
as the nature of the data – e.g. observational or interventional
–, the source, the update frequency, intended usage, current
and expected data modalities, applicable rules, regulations,
best practices, et cetera. Finally, there is the robustness of the
community behind the standard. If a standard (e.g. an ontology
or vocabulary) is not updated in a few years, this is a definite
red flag. A nice example of context-based comparison of data
models can be found in the recent EMA report comparing the
application of OMOP and Sentinel to European healthcare data.
What is The Hyve’s expertise in this field?
Our company helps academic researchers, hospitals and big
pharma companies improve their level of data harmonization.
This facilitates data analytics and data reuse per the FAIR
principles. In the past years, The Hyve has executed several
projects harmonizing biomedical data, with healthcare sources
ranging from local GP offices to clinical trials from the largest
pharmaceutical companies in the world, and with biology data
ranging from whole genome sequencing to physical activity data.
Our experience ranges from a quick POC on a few datasets to
building a company-wide strategy for making R&D data FAIR,
and nation-wide implementation of healthcare data networks.
We are not limited to one technology, but use a wide variety of
approaches, such as using a pragmatic data model such as OMOP,
using linked data and RDF, even FAIRifying software-defined
models from open source tools such as cBioPortal, RADAR-base
and Open Targets.

Kees van Bochove,
Founder, The Hyve

Kees studied computer science
and bioinformatics, and during his
studies developed a passion for open
source software and data standards
in the life sciences, working with
a.o. Barend Mons at LUMC and Ben
van Ommen at TNO. He founded
The Hyve in 2012 to facilitate open source software and
standards development in biomedical research. The Hyve
provides professional services for biomedical informatics,
such as open source software development, consultancy on
FAIR data and data curation and harmonization.

As an example, what is OMOP and what tooling does the
OHDSI community provide?
The OMOP data model is very well suited for observational
data and is widely used (with an estimated 1 billion health
records worldwide represented in it). Its original scope is to model
(observational) medical history data in such a way that it enables
systematic analysis of associations between interventions (e.g. drug
exposure, procedures, healthcare policy changes) and outcomes
caused by these interventions (e.g. condition occurrences,
procedures, drug exposure). The default OHDSI tool ATLAS excels at
performing this type of systematic analysis over multiple databases,
as well as advanced analyses such as patient-level prediction. In the
IMI EHDEN project, The Hyve works with partners such as Janssen
to use OMOP/OHDSI to create a federated European health data
network. See also the Book of OHDSI, which contains a chapter on
open science that elaborates on OHDSI and FAIR.
What about i2b2/tranSMART and other models such as CDISC?
The i2b2/tranSMART, FHIR, openEHR, CDISC, and cBioPortal
data models and applications all enable different use cases and
have their own scope. For example, cBioPortal –both data model
and application– is specifically built to analyse cancer genomics
datasets and study the genomic make-up of cancer cells and
its relation to clinical outcomes such as survival. cBioPortal is
clearly catering to an oncology research need, with more than
4000 citations in the scientific literature. The CDISC models are
optimized to represent clinical trial data in a transparent way
for regulatory agencies, while the i2b2/tranSMART data model is
well suited to represent clinical study data alongside electronic
health record (EHR) data (which could even come from OMOP)
and perform exercises such as data browsing, cohort selection
and analysis, and data access requests and provision with tools
like Glowing Bear and Podium.
This quick impression does not do these tools and models
justice, of course, and there is a lot more to say about, for example,
the increasing popularity of FHIR, the importance of architecting
for scalability and support for multiple modalities, the metadata
that should go with these datasets, and data model crossovers
such as representing clinical trials in OMOP. The Hyve’s corporate
blog and YouTube channels contain further details on this

www.oxfordglobal.co.uk |
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Speaker Insight

EXTRACT: LABORATORY
ROBOTICS & HIGHTHROUGHPUT RESEARCH
OLIVER DE PEYER

Every scientist has had that moment of what could be
termed reverse epiphany; the moment when you realise that
your dream experiment, the one that will bring you world
adulation and success, actually involves hundreds of little
test tubes of colourless liquid. And they’ve all got to be added
to each other in the right order, the right amounts, and often
at low temperatures. As you shiver in a walk-in fridge with
your coat on, your pipette in hand, carefully syringing drops
of colourless something from one container to another, it has
occurred to many of us – is there a better way?
Go back in time one hundred and eighty years or so to the
origins of computing. If John Herschel and Charles Babbage
had been molecular biologists instead of mathematicians,
Herschel would have inspired Babbage to invent the
laboratory robot instead of the computer. All those little test
tubes rolling around on his bench. Dozens and dozens of the
little blighters. “I wish to God I could perform this pipetting
by the power of steam!” Herschel said – well, almost. The
point is, science has been here before. Multiple tasks to do,
very fiddly, and very boring. Surely there are better things
to do with our time? Like thinking up the experiments in the
first place and analysing the results for instance, instead of
wasting so much time just pipetting them?
Welcome to the world of laboratory robotics. Why not use a
robot arm to move the test tubes around, and other robots to
pipette the liquid into and out of them? It sounds easy enough
and you can dramatically increase the number of experiments
going through your laboratory. Hence the alternative name
for this endeavour: high throughput research.
Major pharmaceutical companies such as GSK and Pfizer are
at the vanguard of high throughput research. They have vast
refrigerated warehouses of chemicals and equipment, often
with no human access at all. Mighty robot arms trundle along
rails and shafts, busily picking and stacking samples. But does
it work? Well, yes, some of the time. There are currently two
streams of high throughput work: one is High Throughput
Screening and the other is what I would call High Throughput
Research.
Traditionally, drug development companies have developed
new drugs by collecting large libraries of potential drugs and
then screening them one by one – in other words, pipetting
them onto a biological sample of interest. So, for instance, if
you had a cancer cell line growing in a test tube, you could
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Case Study

Oliver De Peyer, Senior
Laboratory Research Scientist,
The Francis Crick Institute
If you need to automate a
laboratory... If no-one else can help...
Oliver has the tools, experience and
contacts to automate just about
anything in life sciences. Oliver is at
heart an academic but am always on
the lookout for novel collaborations. Oliver is particularly
interested in small, affordable lab robotic systems and
their crossover into other fields such as patient point-ofcare, telehealth, biodefense, bioprospecting, remote field
sites, etc. Specialties: Lab robotics; Hamilton STAR systems;
Mitsubishi arms; BMG plate readers; Kendro plate hotels;
Jouan and Hettich automated centrifuges; CBS gel tanks;
Overlord schedulers; Hamilton Venus software. Also staff
consultative fora and trade unions, and public outreach.

test your library until you found a compound that made the
cancer cells die. This is High Throughput Screening, or HTS.
The problem is that there are practical limits as to which
chemical compounds can be useful as drugs – for instance
they have to be soluble in the bloodstream. In fact, there are
arguably only about 30,000 compounds that can be used as
the basis for new drugs. Pharmaceutical companies try to
add different side chains and so forth to these, and indeed
some HTS libraries have more than a quarter ofthan a million
compounds now. Starkly however, if you don’t get a “hit” from
your basic library then you are probably flogging a dead horse;
all the easy-to-find drugs have already been discovered!
Contrast this with other major drugs recently developed,
such as Herceptin. This is an antibody that targets the HER2
protein that is overabundant in cells in some breast cancers.
Herceptin was developed a result of careful research, not
blindly screening a compound library. Researchers carefully
studied HER2, identified its key role in breast cancer, and
then found a way to make an antibody to attack it.
The important thing to note is that it is an antibody; a huge,
specialised protein from the immune system, dedicated to
rooting out and destroying its target – in this case, HER2. You’d
never, ever find it by doing conventional high throughput
screening.
The complete essay from which this extract was taken is
available for free on our Content HUB. To read the full
piece, please follow this link.
Oliver de Peyer will be speaking at the PharmaTec
Series with his presentation ‘So You Bought The Robot But
Nobody Uses It: Pitfalls In Laboratory Automation’

MAPPING THE CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN DISEASES:
HEALX & DRUGBANK
High-quality data is the first step for training Machine-Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms, but obtaining
this information is difficult as most knowledge about drugs exists within scientific publications in an unstructured text format.
This is where DrugBank comes in. Drugbank’s data solutions solve this problem by providing detailed, machine-readable
information that lets customers explore AI strategies for drug discovery, development, and repurposing and incorporate
extensive scientific knowledge to make their customer’s models more powerful.
DrugBank interviewed Richard Smith, Senior Software Developer at Healx, an AI-powered biotech company from
Cambridge (UK), to illustrate how a company might utilize DrugBank data in their products:
Tell us a bit about Healx:
Healx is focused on accelerating the development of
treatments for rare diseases. We integrate AI with deep
pharmacology and patient insight to repurpose existing drugs,
translating therapies into the clinic within 24 months. Our
process dramatically reduces the time and cost compared with
conventional drug discovery methods.
To achieve this goal, we have developed Healnet, the most
comprehensive AI-based drug discovery platform for rare
diseases, with the objective of translating 100 rare disease
treatments towards the clinic by 2025.
How does Healx integrate AI into its products?
Healnet integrates a vast amount of biological, clinical and
therapeutic information from structured data sources and
natural language processing (NLP) of scientific literature.
From this unique knowledge graph of rare disease data,
Healnet then maps more than a billion data points connecting

diseases, patients and drugs. This approach allows for new
connections to be made between related diseases (in terms
of biology, the symptoms and drugs that may be effective on
them) and enables Healnet to predict potential treatments.
How does DrugBank get used at Healx, and why did you
choose to use DrugBank data?
DrugBank is one of many data sources we integrate into our
internal databases and knowledge graph. We use a wide range
of data to train our drug repurposing algorithms, including drug
properties, targets, indications, clinical trials and drug-drug
interactions from DrugBank.
For our purposes the quality and breadth of data is important
but also the organisation and format of downloaded files.
DrugBank’s clear separation and structure of fields means data
can be easily imported into a database or graph structure. Use
of standard identifiers (such as UniProt protein identifiers or ICD
10 disease classification) and controlled vocabularies enables
much simpler integration with data from other sources.
We also benefit from the level of detail in curation. For example,
drug indications have a flag for off-label use and controlled
vocabulary terms defining if the drug is used for prevention,
management, symptomatic relief and so on for a particular
disease.
What would you say to other companies looking to
integrate structured pharma data into their products?
For AI and machine learning applications, the choice and quality
of input data is as important as the algorithms themselves.
It’s essential to make considered decisions about the data that
goes into an algorithm so you can understand the value of
predictions that result.
If you are interested in learning more about DrugBank
and how it might help you power your AI-products,
reach out to info@drugbank.ca!
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REAL WORLD DATA IS AT AN
INFLECTION POINT
NIGEL HUGHES

Speed to an answer is the key challenge for all of us in healthcare,
whether that’s for an individual patient, for a population, to discover
and develop new therapeutics or indeed to allocate constrained
healthcare resources. Despite some remarkable innovations in
managing and treating disease, healthcare systems are under
considerable strain, with increasing expectations as to what our
technology can achieve.
Many have used the quote, ‘drowning in data, but thirsting for
knowledge’, and this remains the situation today. Though we are
collectively generating vast amounts of healthcare data (and indeed
across all of society), much remains out of the hands of researchers
and diverse stakeholders with a vested interest.
The role of EHRs in managing clinical data, though increasingly
widespread, remains vexed by their being limitedly fit for purpose,
and even worse so for secondary research interests. The data cone
is widening even further with the inclusion of increasing diagnostic
data, patient-generated data, and nascently machine-generated
data. With the Internet of Things and consumerisation of healthcare
technologies, the ubiquity of sensors, whether directly on the
patient, their local or extended environment, or linked to predictive
analytics, will only increase the opportunity and challenges.
A key technical aspect is the need to liberate information from
unstructured data, using algorithmic natural language processing,
where many startups and vendors are now playing, inclusive of
Amazon, with their Comprehend Medical offering.
In saying this, technology, being both a driver and facilitator, is not
necessarily the key challenge in reaching a state of data utopia.
Currently challenges are more socio-technical with political,
regulatory and legal constraints, though enacted for the right
reasons (e.g. GDPR), but with a poor interpretation layer, and
ultimately implementation layer.
Data parochialism, the continued debate over who ‘owns’ health
data, continues to create difficulties and continues to keep data
siloed and out of the reach of bona fide researchers. Certainly,
the 20th century model of keeping data as a personal research
asset is precluding a 21st century model of an accessible layer of
data for societal good, even with such approaches as federation,
or international frameworks like the Observational Health Data
Science & Informatics (OHDSI).
Industry also faces even more requests for transparency and
to provide access to its own data, and before causing nervous
glances, there are many options here. Some companies are
already sharing data via e.g. TransCelerate. or company initiatives
like YODA at J&J and Yale University, but also looking to the millions
of placebo or standard-of-care arm patient records, which, with
the right original consent, could be utilised as potential hybrid real
world patient, or synthetic controls.
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Nigel Hughes, Project Lead
EHDEN, Scientific Director RWD/
RWE, Janssen Clinical Innovation
Nigel Hughes has a thirty-five year
career spanning the NHS in the
UK (16 years), NGOs and patient
organisations (10 years) and within
the pharmaceutical industry (17
years). He has worked clinically in HIV
and viral hepatitis, liver disease, and in sales & marketing,
medical affairs, market access and health economics, R&D,
precision medicine, advanced diagnostics, health IT and Real
World Data/Real World Medicine. His experience covers
clinical, education, as an advisor, consulting, communications
and lobbying over the years. He is currently the Project Lead
for the IMI2 European Health Data & Evidence Network
(EHDEN), and was Platform Co-Lead for the IMI1 European
Medical Information Framework (EMIF), as well as consulting
on numerous projects and programmes in the domain of
RWD/RWE.

No matter whether it is real world data, a hybrid or accessible
clinical trial data, there is a need to enforce the FAIR principles
of being Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable. There
are now considerable number of programmes and projects to
address this, but a flagship project, the IMI2 European Health
Data & Evidence Network (EHDEN) commenced in November
2018. EHDEN is a 66 months project to create a federated network
infrastructure, supported by an open science platform using a
database catalogue, data characterisation tools and methodology
to conduct observational research at scale, utilising the OHDSI
framework. To facilitate this, there are two parallel open call
processes for SMEs wishing to be trained and certified in mapping
to the OMOP common data model, and for Data Partners (such as
hospitals, primary care networks, integrated regional databases,
cohorts, etc.) who wish to apply for financial support to work with
a certified SME to map their data.
As EHDEN is creating a federated network, all data stays local
with remote analysis of population-level outputs, privacy by
design, protecting local provenance, governance and scientific
independence.
EHDEN is also working on research use cases to evaluate the
veracity and validity of the network developed, an also the
Consortium of twenty-two partners, led by Erasmus Medical
Centre, and Janssen, is working with the European Medicines
Agency on convergent use cases of interest and methodological
development. Lastly, and for sustainability, the EHDEN will work on
the development of the open science community and expansion
of OHDSI in Europe, as well as launching an EHDEN Academy as a
free educational resource for all in this domain.
EHDEN is a bold step in creating twenty-first century tools for
twenty-first research, and in navigating many of the obstacles in
utilising real world data. We will need it and its output if we are to
reach our potential in Europe, and in order to facilitate advances
in machine learning, clinical decision support and prediction,
improving outcomes for patients, and our ability to design new
healthcare interventions to facilitate this

Speaker Insight

DATA PROTECTION FOR
PERSONALIZED HEALTH

PROF. JEAN-PIERRE HUBAUX
In recent years, advances in medical research have paved
the way for predictive, personalized and participatory
precision medicine, called “P4 Medicine”. This revolution is
fueled by two main processes: the digitization of medicine
(notably with the electronic health record and advances in
genomics) and the “quantified self”, based on the systematic
use of connected wearable sensors/actuators. The expected
benefits in terms of prevention, diagnosis and treatment are
tremendous, particularly for oncology and for the treatment
of rare diseases. But these developments also pose very
significant threats to privacy. Deleting identifiers (name,
address, date of birth, etc.) is no longer sufficient to ensure the
anonymization of the data. Indeed, some of this information,
primarily genomic data, is itself identifying (hence the
widespread use of DNA traces in criminal investigation). Over
the last decade, several scientific articles have shown how
easy it is to de-anonymize genetic data.
In parallel, direct-to-consumer genetics companies (23andMe,
Ancestry.com, MyHeritage.com,…) have gained tremendous
popularity. Their help in solving criminal “cold cases” has been
abundantly described in the media, and it shows how powerful
these data and the related inference techniques can be.
Research in the field of medical-data protection is broadly
developing along two lines. The first aims at strengthening
against intrusion attacks. Too often, the compromise of a single
server (e. g., through malware) is enough to enable malicious
access to the personal medical data it contains. Fortunately,
advanced cryptography makes it possible to solve this problem,
in particular through secure multi-party computation, which
ensures that abusive access to data requires the attacker to
take control of a number of servers; and this number can be
made arbitrarily high. Another data encryption technique homomorphic encryption - enables calculations to be made on
encrypted data, without having access to the plaintext version.
This makes it possible to outsource processing, for example,
to an untrusted cloud service.
Unfortunately, these cryptographic techniques are expensive,
especially because of the very large number of operations
they require, which means that currently they are usable
in most but not in all scenarios; in particular, they might be
too heavy if very complex computations have to be carried
out. Another approach consists in relying on hardwaresecure trusted computing environments. This solves the
performance problem but requires trusting the supplier of
the processor; unfortunately, several vulnerabilities have
been identified in the products sold. As a result, there is

Prof. Jean-Pierre Hubaux,
Academic Director of the Center
for Digital Trust,
Co-Chair of the Data Security Work
Stream (DSWS) of the GA4GH, EPFL
Jean-Pierre Hubaux is a full professor
at EPFL. Through his research, he
contributes to laying the foundations and developing the
tools for protecting privacy in
today’s
hyper-connected
world. He has pioneered the areas of privacy and security
in mobile/wireless networks and in genomics.
He is the academic director of the recently created Center for
Digital Trust (C4DT). He leads the ETH-funded project  Data
Protection in Personalized Health (DPPH) and is a co-chair
of the Data Security Work Stream of the Global Alliance
for Genomics and Health (GA4GH). He is one of the seven
commissioners of the Swiss FCC. He is a Fellow of both
IEEE (2008) and ACM (2010). He is among the most cited
researchers in privacy protection and in information security.

currently no perfect solution, and many researchers are
currently trying to improve the situation.
The second area of research concerns the identification and
prevention of statistical vulnerabilities. For medical research
and treatment purposes, it is necessary to be able to provide
access to an increasing amount of medical data to a growing
number of researchers and clinicians. However, among these
specialists, some might be nosy, or careless in the management
of their access credentials, or they might have poorly protected
their personal computing platform. Hence, the risk is that
inference attacks can be launched against this data, in order
to de-anonymize some of the people whose data are stored, to
access some of their attributes, or to find family relationships.
Consequently, the second research area aims at calculating the
level of risk induced by this type of attack and at developing
effective countermeasures to enable more informed sharing.
We are at the beginning of a new era. Improving human
health will require increasing digitization, including other
kinds of data such as proteomics, microbiome studies
and high-definition images, including of the brain. The
management of the huge volumes of data involved requires
tight coordination among specialists in medicine, computer
security, bioinformatics, ethics, and legislation. What is at
stake is no less than human dignity
Prof. Jean-Pierre Hubaux will expand on this topic
on Day Two as part of the Cybersecurity and Data
Protection Congress.
The community working in genome privacy and security
can be found at: https://genomeprivacy.org
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IN CONVERSATION WITH
RALPH HÄFELI

Please describe your current role at Novartis
I am leading a global IT-team that is focused on designing and
delivering IT-solutions and –services to the Novartis Technical
Research and Development unit (a CMC organisation) within
Global Drug Development. Based on a deep understanding of
the business strategy and needs our mission is to jointly develop
and implementation strategy and roadmap and to identify and
implement the appropriate technologies and solutions.
We hear that you are actively involved in creating the
vision of a digital laboratory. In your opinion, what are the
key requirements to achieve this?
Most importantly, we need to ensure that the future laboratory
IT environment is providing an inspiring and effective workplace,
which enables the lab users (scientist, analytical experts,
technicians etc.) to focus on their core, scientific activities. We
will do this with activities in 3 main solution domains. The first
one is about automation and integration. With the automation
of routine activities and the integration of systems, instruments
and devices we free up peoples capacity and lay the foundation
for ‘digital’ by capturing data at the place of creation directly in
electronic form. The second is about data management to curate
data and make the information interoperable. The third domain
will provide sophisticated solutions and services to explore the
opportunities of data and digital to collaborate effectively, get
new insights and to implement new ways of working.
What role do technological advancements play in this?
While many technologies and systems exist since a long time,
recent, often called ‘digital’ technologies, provide us with new
capabilities. IoT-platforms, Data Lake and Data Hub concepts
or industry standardization concepts like Allotrope allow to
effectively capture, manage and explore vast amounts of data.
Machine learning, advanced analytics, artificial intelligence or
modelling and simulation are technologies that allow us to turn
the data into valuable and new insights. Finally, digital assistants
using natural language processing or new devices for virtual
and augmented reality will improve global collaboration and
efficiency of operations.
What are some of the expected key benefits for a digital
laboratory that looks into the future?
At the end, we hope to see significant time savings in
developing and supplying new, innovative therapies for our
patients. The technologies we make available are not intended
to replace people but rather to complement and augment
their human capabilities. With instant access to large amounts
of knowledge, almost unlimited data&information processing
power and the ability to seamlessly collaborate within globally
distributed teams, our people will be able to take faster, high
quality and data driven decisions. We also expect that we

Media Partner

Ralph Häfeli,
Head Technical Research
& Development (TRD) IT,
Novartis
Ralph Häfeli started his career in
1992 as Automation Engineer in the
Engineering Department of former
Ciba-Geigy in Basel. During that
time, he was leading automation
teams in investment projects for
biotechnological
and
chemical
production facilities. In 2000, he joined the Pharma TechOps
IT organization as technical project manager for the global
MES evaluation. He then held various positions of increasing
responsibility in Manufacturing IT and global IT systems
management until being appointed global Head Pharma Technical
Operations IT in November 2007. As CIO Region Basel he was the
IT business partner for global Novartis Headquarter functions
from 2012 until 2015. Since 2015 he is leading the IT-unit for the
Technical Research & Development function within Novartis Global
Drug Development. Ralph Häfeli has a degree in electronics from
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zürich.

can reimagine the way we work in certain areas for example
by simulation vs performing every activity by a physical
experiment or process step. Finally, we will remain an attractive
employer for our future talents by providing a state-of-the art
working environment that inspires people and encourages
innovative experimentation.
What in your view are the most important factors behind
the success of implementing a digital lab?
The most important success factor is the mind-set. If we design
the Digital Lab from a technology perspective, we will not get
the maximum value. At the centre of our design needs to be the
people work in the labs. Taking a holistic approach to address
their needs will ensure we deploy the right technologies and
provide an integrated working environment with an improved
user experience. To do this, we have to ensure from the very
beginning, that our ‘Digital Lab’ initiative is a jointly owned and
strategically lead journey with highly committed and engaged
team members from business and IT and not be managed as a
tactical deployment of new IT technologies. Last but not least,
since it’s all about data and information, we need to ensure we
have a proper data strategy in place that goes beyond the labs
to ensure seamless operations along the relevant value chain.
What you would like to achieve at the SmartLabs &
Laboratory Informatics Congress in London?
I am looking forward to meet with industry colleagues and
solution providers who share the same passion for the topic
and who are open to share experiences and discuss different
perspectives. I’m excited about the technical advancements
we see every day and the opportunity we have to shape this
industry. Together, we can create an inspiring future

Applied System Innovation
— Open Access Journal
In the modern technological society, engineers and designers
must work together with a variety of other professions in their
quest to find systematic solutions to complex problems. Instant
development in science and technology has broadened the
horizon of engineering. Meanwhile, it is creating a multitude
of challenging problems in every aspect of modern life. Current
research is interdisciplinary in nature, reflecting a combination
of concepts and methods that often span several fields, such
as mechanics, mathematics, electrical engineering, control
engineering, and other scientific disciplines. This research often
combines theoretical models with numerical simulations to solve
problems or make predictions that may be used in industry or in people’s everyday life.
Applied System Innovation (ISSN 2571-5577) is an international peer-reviewed open access journal on integrated engineering and
technology. It is a journal of the Taiwanese Institute of Knowledge Innovation (TIKI). Since 2017, it is published quarterly online by MDPI.
Aims and Scopes
The Applied System Innovation is a peer-reviewed, open-access journal devoted to publishing research papers in the fields of
integrated engineering and technology. In a modern technological society, engineers and designers must work together with a
variety of other professionals in their quest to find systems solutions to complex problems. Fast advances in science and technology
have broadened the horizons of engineering whilst simultaneously creating a multitude of challenging problems in every aspect
of modern life. Current research is interdisciplinary in nature, reflecting a combination of concepts and methods that often span
several areas of mechanics, mathematics, electrical engineering, control engineering, and other scientific disciplines. This research
often combines theoretical models with numerical simulations to solve problems or make predictions that may be used to design
for industry or ordinary life of people.
The main goal of this journal is to publish research results in applied system innovation. The ultimate aim is to discover new
scientific knowledge relevant to designs of the future, to enhance technological development in a range of industries and to improve
welfare of people. We invite investigators interested in applied system innovation to contribute their original research articles to
this journal. Potential topics include:
•

Mathematical problems on electrical and mechanical
system design

•

Internet technology on systematic innovation

•

Intelligent robot and its control

•

Smart electromechanical system analysis and design

•

Application on internet of things

•

Mathematical control theory and system design

•

•

Computer-aided methods for design procedure and
manufacture

Mathematical problems on design of industrial and visual
product, and digital media

•

•

Engineering design methodology and optimization;

Various computational topics of methodologies and
procedures of design

•

Computer and human-machine interaction

•

Mathematical techniques of design

Author Benefits:
•

Open Access: Unlimited and free access for readers;

•

No Copyright Constraints: Retain copyright of your work and free use of your article;

•

Thorough Peer-Review;

•

No Space Constraints, No Extra Space or Color Charges: No restriction on the length of the papers, number of figures or colors

•

Free Publishing without Article Processing Charge (APC): The journal is sponsored by TIKI society, no publishing fees in 2019.

For further reading, please visit the website at: https://www.mdpi.com/journal/asi
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GENESTACK TO INTEGRATE
NEBION’S CURATED
TRANSCRIPTOMIC DATA

Genestack, a key player in multi-omics data management,
and Nebion, a leader in transcriptomic data curation,
announced today a collaboration to facilitate the integration
of Nebion curated data into Genestack’s recently released
data management solution, Omics Data Manager.
Omics Data Manager addresses the problems of siloed data
and unclear data relationships by enabling users to manage,
annotate, search and share multi-omics datasets at scale.
Users can record samples, studies and linked multi-omics data,
with rich metadata and relationships to capture provenance.
Omics Data Manager also includes sophisticated capabilities
to construct complex queries by interrogating both sample
and study attributes (e.g., cell line, tissue, clinical phenotype)
and multi-omics data (e.g., gene expression values, variation).
As a result of this collaboration, Genestack’s customers can
now have seamless access to public transcriptomic studies
that have been deeply curated and annotated by Nebion’s
experts, making it easier for users to find and integrate high
quality information into their workflows. Custom compendia
of Nebion curated studies can be licensed and integrated
into Omics Data Manager for combined analysis with internal
omics data. Easily finding relevant public studies and having
them instantly available in an analysis-ready format will save
time and resources for bioinformatics and biology researchers
alike.
“Researchers in the pharmaceutical and biotech industry
increasingly complement the analysis of their internal data
with selected publicly available omics data. However, finding
the relevant studies, curating them and integrating them into
your analysis workflow is a major challenge,” Nebion’s CEO
Philip Zimmermann said in a statement. “We are excited to
work with Genestack towards making high quality and deeply

COMPREHENSIVE
MAINTENANCE

curated public data instantly accessible to researchers for
more effective target and biomarker discovery and validation.”
“Problems accessing and integrating quality data from multiple
sources are key barriers to the adoption of AI and machine
learning by the pharmaceutical and biotech industry,” added
Misha Kapushesky, Genestack’s CEO. “Today, by combining
Genestack’s data infrastructure expertise with Nebion’s
curation and processing abilities, we are a step closer to
eliminating such barriers and empowering users through data
FAIRification.“

“Problems accessing and integrating quality
data from multiple sources are key barriers to
the adoption of AI and machine learning by
the pharmaceutical and biotech industry.”
Genestack brings together bioinformatics and software
development expertise to provide customers with data and
metadata management solutions. Off-the-shelf modules and
custom solutions are designed for clients in the pharmaceutical,
consumer goods, biotechnology and healthcare industries.
Genestack helps R&D organisations maximise the return on
investment into data production.
Nebion leverages learning from the transcriptome in drug
development and diagnostics. Compendia of selected high
quality public data are made analysis-ready for various data
mining and AI applications. The Nebion biocuration includes a
rigorous process of quality control, re-annotation by domain
experts using controlled vocabularies, metadata enrichment,
error correction, and statistical data normalization. More
about Nebion can be found at www.nebion.com

contract reduces scientists’ workload
Janssen Pharmaceuticals outsources central management of 17,000 lab instruments

Janssen Pharmaceuticals Beerse, a
J&J subsidiary, has outsourced the
maintenance of all its lab equipment.
The decision has big advantages; the
equipment’s maintenance status is
clear, maintenance is more efficient,
up-time is increased and costs are
lower thanks to economies of scale
with existing suppliers. But above all,
outsourcing reduces the administrative
workload for lab managers and
analysts.
Not only has Beerse maintenance
been outsourced, but also equipment
from the Janssen-labs in Geel (raw
materials production) and Merksem
(clinical facility). After eighteen months
and proven success, J&J is rolling this
approach out to other European sites.

MAINTENANCE

Michel Carpentier, Senior Associate Scientist at Lead Discovery &
Discovery Sciences (Beerse Analytical Sciences Group) is putting
samples in the Waters Acquity UPLC.

“PerkinElmer also trains its people in non-core competences,
for example Mettler applications. They need to continually
expand their service level. That is absolutely essential, because
the researchers themselves know less and less about the
equipment. They depend on the preferred partners that support
them.”

Every piece of equipment
has a barcode for inventory
management and is integrated
into the facility management
system.

can truly support the scientific researchers. “That’s really been
an evolution,” Van Deun says. “In our service team, you need to
be more than a frontline engineer. You need to be able to think
ahead, technically speaking. So, you can’t just be good at the
level of hoses and valves. You need to be able to put yourself
in the researcher’s shoes and do what’s necessary to get the
equipment working on time or to collect data from the IT data
lakes. In the end, it’s all about making sure the scientists can do
their work and focus solely on that process.”
The engineers regularly receive additional training. There
are many liquid chromatographs and mass spectrometers
in the labs, but scales or a synthesizer may also need repair.

4

Comprehensive
The maintenance requirements are specified in performance
contracts. The master service level agreement specifies the
service a preferred supplier has to provide. “In case of businesscritical failures they need to respond within 4 hours and come
up with a solution within 8 hours. In non-critical failures, that
response time is longer and a solution can take a few business
days. If they fail to solve the problem in the set time-frame,
the OEM [Original Equipment Manufacturer] is called in. J&J
has a comprehensive contract with PerkinElmer. Dashboards
and KPIs allow us to maintain oversight and provide us with
transparent accountancy. It shows all financial transactions PE
makes on behalf of J&J.”

RFID tags
To centralize maintenance, an accurate inventory of all
equipment is needed. Every technical aspect must be correctly
represented and each instrument must be tagged with a unique
identifier, traditionally a barcode. Ideally, they should each get an
RFID tag. This enables identification by radio waves, so a piece
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Learn more about Omics Data
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Sponsor Case Study

CASE STUDY:
SANOFI’S SIMILARITY GRAPH
TOOL USING CHEMAXON’S
NEO4J PLUGIN

JChem Neo4j plugin combines the advantages of the graph database, Neo4j, the high performance and
chemical intelligence of ChemAxon’s second generation chemical search engine. The Sanofi Similarity
Graph Tool uses these as follows:
•

The Neo4j plugin extends the graph database functionality in such a way that chemical structures become
searchable, eliminating the need of having them redundant in Oracle.

•

The structures and corresponding properties are stored within the graph database nodes.

•

Different relationships are created between nodes.

•

It is possible to search and filter on node and relationship properties.

The Client: Dan Dragos Stefanescu, Scientific Application
Integrator Sanofi
In the validation process for the newest software solution
in the ChemAxon (abbreviated CXN below) portfolio, we
have spoken with Dan Dragos Stefanescu (abbreviated DDS
below) of Sanofi about his experience in the previous 12
months testing the JChem Neo4j Plugin. He combined the
Neo4j graph platform with the ChemAxon plugin, and the
visualization tool Tom Sawyer Perspectives of Tom Sawyer
Software.
CXN: Where did your interest in such a graph database
plugin come from?

“The business need.”
DDS: This combination provides an efficient exploration
of the chemical space around biologically active chemical
matter: ranging from the integration of diverse information
linked to compounds; mapping out relationships to
related drugs and commercially available compounds. The
navigation (traversing) feature and visualization facilitate the
exploitation of neighborhood relationships of the different
compounds.
We were seeking answers to questions like:
• What are the nearest neighbors to a given compound A
that contain scaffold A and show a high permeability?
• Which compounds show activities on targets A and B and
have a reasonable ADME profile?
• Is there a commercially available compound similar to
compound A that comes with pharmacological data that
might be used as a tool compound?
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CXN: What were the most attractive qualities in this
setup for you?

Chemical compounds shown as rectangular nodes (green: matching profile), chemical similarities as blue
edges with value, scaffolds colored in dotted pink and projects in orange

“Highly responsive and user-friendly tools.”
DDS: This integration serves us well in opening avenues for
an interactive and visual data traversing of the chemical
space. The JChem Neo4j plugin was tested by ChemAxon on
a database consisting of 100 million structures. The current
project at Sanofi uses millions of structures. Our Neo4j
graph database, along with the JChem plugin delivers broad
chemical search performance to retrieve data from large
data sets. It eliminates the need for performing an additional
chemical structure search in Oracle. We have discovered
possibilities in new high-end visualization to depict complex
relationships that might otherwise remain hidden.
The graph database facilitates adding new relationships and
node types without compromising the existing data model.
CXN: What features of your similarity graph tool do you
find most innovative?
DDS: It retrieves nearest neighbors of a molecule, highlighting
highest, second highest (…) chemical similarity edge of a
molecule node for interactive graph traversal. It also allows
scientists to track the path and order of visited compounds.
There is an export function for selected compound IDs for
further analysis in other tools.
Along with filtering on edge and node properties, it is also
possible to apply color-coding rules to molecule nodes.
The similarity graph tool finds the shortest path between
molecules with respect to the biological context, considering
visible nodes either of the currently displayed graph or the

entire database. It also allows for the display of scaffolds,
finding and highlighting similarities between compounds.
Nodes might be enriched with additional data from CSV files,
for instance by linking based on compound ID. This data can
also be used for color coding and filtering.
Furthermore, this web application supports the retrieval
of compound similarities based on a common biological
function.
In previously used solutions the data were only stored in
relational databases, which could considerably slow down
even a single nearest neighbor search, with a compound
collection walk-through requiring a series of complex
searches that might take hours

After the confirmation and fine tuning of the solution
with Sanofi and Tom Sawyer Software, we are proud
to release the newest member of the ChemAxon JChem
technology software suite.
For further information visit: http://bit.ly/2KGOret
All examples shown are based on publicly available
CHEMBL data and for illustration purposes only.

Case Study: Sanofi’s Similarity Graph tool using ChemAxon’s Neo4j Plugin
•

Fast chemical search in a graph database with your data

•

Discover subtle similarities/relations between molecules based on your criteria

•

Tested on millions of compounds and related data

•

Export of selected compound IDs for further analysis in other tools

•

Allow filtering on edge (similarities) and node (structure) properties

•

Define relationships at individual record level instead of a higher level (like table definitions)

www.oxfordglobal.co.uk |
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Sponsor Presentation Preview

DASSAULT SYSTÈMES
EXTENDS RESEARCH
COLLABORATION WITH
THE FDA

Discover an entirely new way to automate
your Life Science labs!

Latest news from Pharmatec Series Media Partner
Scientific Computing World

Dassault Systèmes has announced that it has extended its
collaboration with the FDA to inform cardiovascular device
review process and accelerate access to new treatments.
This five-year extension of their collaborative research
agreement will help to advance medical device innovation
and could have a transformative impact on public health
and patient safety.
The 3DEXPERIENCE platform will be used to develop a new
digital tool to enable more efficient regulatory review of
cardiovascular and medical devices. Researchers hope the
process will increase industry innovation and pave the way
for an efficient path for patients to access safe, effective
new treatments for heart disease.
‘Modeling and simulation can help to inform clinical trial
designs, support evidence of effectiveness, identify the
most relevant patients to study, and assess product safety.
In some cases, in silico clinical trials have already been
shown to produce similar results as human clinical trials,’
said doctor Tina Morrison, deputy director in the Division
of Applied Mechanics, Office of Science and Engineering
Labs, Center for Devices and Radiological Health, FDA.
‘The FDA continues to encourage research to facilitate the
introduction of safe and effective therapeutic solutions.’

Tired of repetitive manual workflows?
This second phase of their ongoing collaboration supports
the 21st Century Cures Act, using virtual patients based
on computational modelling and simulation to improve
the efficiency of clinical trials for new device designs. A
groundbreaking project with the Living Heart simulated
3D heart model will examine the use of heart simulation as
a source of digital evidence for new cardiovascular device
approvals. This includes an in silico clinical trial aimed to
reduce animal testing or the number of patients required
while still ensuring the safety and efficacy of the device.
The new digital process is intended to be more efficient
and less expensive than the current system – whose delays
and costs can impede patient access to novel treatments
– without losing rigour or confidence in a device’s safety.
The FDA has publicly recognised the public health benefits
offered by modeling and simulation, and the potential for
in silico clinical trials to safely advance medical products
more efficiently, from preclinical studies through clinical
trials to market.
‘Our collaboration with the FDA underscores the relevance
and sustainability of digital twin experiences created with
the 3DEXPERIENCE platform to test devices and drugs in
scientific and medical innovation,’ said Claire Biot, vice
president, Life Sciences Industry, Dassault Systèmes.
‘Enriching technology already well established in regulated
industries such as aerospace and automotive, virtual
patients support the complex development of therapies
for the heart, brain and more by eliminating traditional
cost and time bottlenecks. With this new review process,
Dassault Systèmes and the FDA can be partners in the
transformative impact of the virtual world on industrial
innovation, new treatments and the patient experience.’

Subscribe for free to Scientific Computing World for more great features and
the latest industry news:

UniteLabs, a Swiss company developing flexible automation
solutions together with their partner Astech Projects will be
presenting a talk on how automation can make your lab more
productive while allowing researchers to focus on high-value
tasks. For the very first time, there will be a chance to see their
self-driving lab robot controlled by the UniteFlow software - a userfriendly and flexible way to automate lab quickly and efficiently.
In addition, you will have an opportunity to explore these topics:
¤¤ What kind of laboratory tasks become feasible to automate with a flexible concept?
¤¤ What remains hard to automate?
¤¤ What are collaborative robots? The value of autonomous lab robots in real-world scenarios.
¤¤ Where are the low-hanging fruits with a high return on investment?
Don’t miss it! SmartLabs & Informatics Congress 26th September, 9:30am - 10.00am, Conference Room 2

Want to learn more about the lab automation industry?
Fill this survey to get a lab automation insights report as well as win

More info about:

amazing prizes - T-shirts and even a Dobot M1 robotic arm!

www.scientific-computing.com/subscription
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FORTHCOMING

EVENTS

PharmaTec Series

13th Annual Proteins & Antibodies Congress
27 - 29 April 2020 | London, UK

17th Annual Pharmaceutical IT & Data Congress
24 - 25 September 2020 | London, UK

UK

Biomarkers Series

Genomic Markers Congress
18 - 20 February 2020 | Manchester, UK

SmartLabs & Laboratory Informatics Congress
24 - 25 September 2020 | London, UK

R&D Series

4th Annual Biomarkers & Precision Medicine USA Congress
08 - 09 October 2019 | San Diego, USA

21st Annual Drug Discovery Summit
26 - 27 May 2020 | Berlin, Germany

8th Annual Cell Culture & Bioprocessing Congress
29 - 30 October 2019 | London, UK

5th Annual Cell & Gene Therapy Congress
29 - 30 October 2019 | London, UK

SynGen Series

6th Annual Formulation & Drug Delivery Congress
22 - 23 April 2020 | London, UK

11th Annual Next Generation Sequencing & Clinical
Diagnostics Congress
07 - 08 November 2019 | London, UK

5th Annual Inhalation & Respiratory Drug Delivery Congress
22 - 23 April 2020 | London, UK
Biomanufacturing Congress
22 - 23 April 2020 | London, UK

US

2nd Annual Neuroscience Drug Discovery &
Development Congress
26 - 27 May 2020 | Berlin, Germany

3rd Annual Formulation & Drug Delivery USA Congress
17 - 18 March 2020 | San Diego, USA
3rd Annual Inhalation & Respiratory Drug Delivery USA
Congress
17 - 18 March 2020 | San Diego, USA

Co-located
Events

UK

EU

7th Annual Single Cell Analysis Congress
07 - 08 November 2019 | London, UK

UK

US

Digital PCR Congress
07 - 08 November 2019 | London, UK

Autoimmunity & Immunology Congress
21 - 22 May 2020 | London, UK
2nd Annual Advances in Immuno-Oncology USA Congress
08 - 09 October 2019 | San Diego, USA

Co-located
Events

5th Annual Advances in Immuno-Oncology Congress
21 - 22 May 2020 | London, UK

5th Annual Genome Editing Congress
07 - 08 November 2019 | London, UK
2nd Annual Synthetic Biology Congress
07 - 08 November 2019 | London, UK

Immuno Series

UK

8th Annual Drug Design and Medicinal Chemistry
Congress
26 - 27 May 2020 | Berlin, Germany

Formulation & Delivery Series

Co-located
Events

UK

6th Annual Stem Cell & Regenerative Medicine Congress
29 - 30 October 2019 | London, UK

Co-located
Events

Cell Series

Co-located
Events

US

15th Annual Biomarkers Congress
18 - 20 February 2020 | Manchester, UK

Co-located
Events

UK

Cyber Security & Data Protection in Pharma &
Healthcare Congress
24 - 25 September 2020 | London, UK

Co-located
Events

2nd Annual Bispecifics in Discovery & Development Congress
27 - 29 April 2020 | London, UK

3rd Annual Artificial Intelligence in Drug Development
Congress
24 - 25 September 2020 | London, UK

6th Annual Next Generation Sequencing USA Congress
07 - 08 April 2020 | Boston, USA

US

6th Annual Single Cell Analysis USA Congress
07 - 08 April 2020 | Boston, USA
4th Annual Genome Editing USA Congress
07 - 08 April 2020 | Boston, USA

FOR MORE DETAILS, PLEASE VISIT WWW.OXFORDGLOBAL.CO.UK

Register your interest, e-mail us:

info@oxfordglobal.co.uk

Co-located
Events

7th Annual Peptides Congress
27 - 29 April 2020 | London, UK

Co-located
Events

UK

Biologics Series

Co-located
Events
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